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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This social media marketing report has been created for The Potters’ Obsession, 

a “paint your own pottery” store in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

In preparing this report, I researched and evaluated The Potters’ Obsession’s 

complete internet presence including its website and multiple social media sites. The 

Potters’ Obsession has been successful in building a small niche audience, mainly on 

Facebook, but also spread on other social media platforms. As the bulk of the social 

media presence is on Facebook, that is the main focus of this report, although some 

suggestions for other platforms have been included. 

I also reviewed all the analytics I was able to access. I was able to identify some 

great opportunities for improvement and expansion. I believe that a minimal amount of 

additional time and energy will reap great benefits in building a larger audience and 

fanbase for The Potters’ Obsession. 

At the end of each section, this report outlines several goals, updates and 

improvements for The Potters’ Obsession. These updates and improvements are meant 

to be easily employed and reap immediate tangible benefits. 

It is my hope that the owner, Michelle Kline, will be able to use this report to make 

real improvements in her social media and marketing efforts that benefit The Potters’ 

Obsession. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA STATUS & STATS 

Existing Online Presence 
 The Potters’ Obsession has secured and built a small website located at 

www.thepottersobsession.com. The website is functional and has key information such 

as phone numbers, hours of operation, etc. However, it would benefit from a rebuild that 

included a stronger visual presence, additional information and a more personal feel. 

Regardless of any potential updates to the site itself, maintaining the ownership of that 

URL is vital to branding (there is a “The Potters’ Obsession” in Kansas City that would 

love to own it, I’m sure). 

The most prominent platform used by The Potters’ Obsession is Facebook. It has 

built a nice following of around 4,400 fans, 4.400 followers and nearly 1,800 check-ins. 

Since January 2019, there have been 32 posts. Over half of those posts were generic 

posts related to hours or weather-related closings. Only 9 of the posts were product 

posts – those that communicated services or products available. The page is generally 

up to date, and messages are typically replied to within minutes (The Potters’ 

Obsession). 

The Potters’ Obsession maintains a highly responsive rating on Facebook’s chat 

feature, typically replying within minutes, and good use of the “Events” feature. The 

“About” page could be more robust, personal and comprehensive. 

Finally, the importance of responding to reviews cannot be overstated. This is the 

most basic of all levels of conversation, and every review – negative and positive – 

should receive a personal review (Kerpen, 2015). 

The Potters’ Obsession does not have a Twitter account. However, there is a 

conversation happening on Twitter about them. It’s not large – only a few tweets per year 

– but it is indicative of an opportunity to engage with an audience on that platform. 
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Instagram shows a similar organic conversation. Even though there is no official 

“The Potters’ Obsession” Instagram account, there is still a conversation occurring. A 

search for the company shows customers posting pictures of projects, etc. This 

represents another great opportunity to engage. Imagine if each post proudly displaying 

a completed piece of pottery “tagged” the official account for The Potters’ Obsession! 

 

Competition 
There doesn’t appear to be an enormous amount of local competition for The 

Potters’ Obsession. There is another “The Potter’s Obsession” in Kansas City, and while 

this may present a legal concern with trademark, it does not appear they have infringed 

on the social media audience for the Cedar Rapids store. That business also appears to 

be permanently closed. 

There is some local social media activity that could be perceived as 

encroaching on The Potters’ Obsession’ s audience from non-direct competition. One 

example is the Iowa Ceramics Center and Glass Studio, a non-profit organization. The 

organizations mission is to “promote understanding, appreciation and professional 

development in the ceramic and glass arts” (“Home Page”). They host classes and 

instructional presentations that may present an audience grab from The Potters’ 

Obsession, although the competition is not direct, and the two organizations are well-

differentiated. They have a Facebook presence with around 2,500 fans, and they make 

good use of their event page. They also do well posting creative, artistic posts with lots 

of imagery (Iowa Ceramics Center and Glass Studio). 

There is potential synergy between The Potters’ Obsession and Iowa Ceramics 

Center and Cedar Rapids Parks and Recreation pottery instructional classes. They seem 

to be both a competitor and a potential collaborator. Overall, the paint-it-yourself market 

in Cedar Rapids seems pretty open with little competition and plenty of room for The 

Potters’ Obsession to fill a niche. 
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My suggestion would be, since they are not natural competitors, that The Potters’ 

Obsession consider ways to partner with the Iowa Ceramics Center and Glass Studio so 

that the audiences could be joined. Additionally, The Potters’ Obsession should move to 

secure any URL, social media accounts, etc that would utilize the name “The Potters’ 

Obsession” so that the Kansas City store cannot. 

 

Analytics and Audience 
Basic Facebook analytics show that most fans are female (54%) and mostly in the 

25 – 44 age group for both male and female. Facebook followers are mostly English 

speakers from surrounding Iowa communities (Iowa City, Des Moines and North Liberty), 

which is no surprise (The Potters’ Obsession). 

 The page has approximately 100 reviews. With a fan base of nearly 4,400 fans, 

they should work to increase the number of 5-star reviews. Perhaps this could be 

accomplished by offering a discount to in-store customers who complete a review, or 

simply by requesting reviews on the page. 

 A snapshot of the basic demographics of your Facebook audience is below. 
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Initial Improvements 
 The Potters’ Obsession should focus on these primary opportunities for making a 

tangible, measurable improvement: 

1. Create engaging, fun, interactive Facebook posts. Ask questions about your 

community and about pottery. Use an image or video in every post. Most 

importantly, try to turn each post into a conversation by asking questions or for 

feedback, etc. 
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2. Always use imagery. Facebook posts that include imagery always outperform 

those that do not (Kerpen, 2015). Pottery is all about the visuals, and the 

opportunity for pictures in this particular market is enormous. 

3. Update the “ABOUT US” content on your Facebook page. Make it more personal. 

How did the company come to be? How does the owner translate passion to 

pottery? Is this a family run business? 

4. Respond to every review. This includes going back through all reviews that were 

not responded to and posting a 1-3 sentence response to each (more information 

on responding to reviews can be found beginning on page 13). 

5. Initiate an Instagram and Twitter account. Starting official Twitter and Instagram 

accounts is vital to social media growth. It also secures those user names under 

your ownership and allows fans to “tag” you, further increasing your reach.  

 

LEARNING YOUR AUDIENCE 

Listen 
 Inarguably, no social media campaign can ever expect success without 

committing to a true conversation with its audience. While many social media managers 

subscribe to the misconception of equating “output” with “conversation”, a true 

communicator knows that listening is at least as important as talking when it comes to 

discourse. That is, listening is just as important to conversations as talking (Kerpen, 

2015). 

Social media platforms make listening relatively easy. With platforms such as 

Google Alerts, Social Mention, Tweet Beep and the internal search functions of each 

social media platform, there is no secret formula to hearing the conversation taking place 

about your brand. Once you’ve established a good ear for your customers, you should 
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develop the same program for your competitors and their customers. What better way 

to understand your competition than to listen directly to their messaging? 

 Listening to your customer base will provide incredibly valuable data and insight 

– for free! A merchant, for example, might hear information about new trends, product 

updates, consumer desires or several other topics that will help them add value to their 

offerings. They may be able to add new colors or styles to their products, for example, 

with the confidence that their customers want them, and they would have gleaned that 

information without an expensive research project. In this manner, listening has 

translated directly to the bottom-line success of the company. 

 

Narrow 
 Historically, advertising was carried out based on wide swathes of demographics. 

There was no mechanism for drilling down a customer base beyond a vague makeup 

such as “Women ages 25 to 54”. And while this type of targeting was not completely 

ineffective, it certainly was not efficient. Advertisers and marketers needed a method for 

culling the larger group into a much more concise subsection in order to stretch their 

marketing dollars (Kerpen, 2015). 

 Enter social media. Because of the interactive environment created by Facebook, 

Twitter and others, marketers can now specify a target group with incredible accuracy – 

even to a single person. With the newfound ability to narrow users by entirely new 

demographic categories - interests, hobbies, marital status, job status, even employer – 

the power of marketing dollars can truly be revealed and the effectiveness of advertising 

determined. 

 There exists a common advertising axiom: “Fifty percent of my advertising works. 

I just don’t know which 50 percent.” With today’s ability to hyper-target consumers, 

there’s simply no longer an excuse for this. A responsible business owner should be 
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engaged in tracking his or her demographics and constantly monitoring for a change in 

the shape of its consumers (Kerpen, 2015). 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA IS A CONVERSATION 

Interact 
 Now that you’ve listened to your customers and determined your target audience, 

it’s time to start interacting. Traditional marketing has given the public a bad taste for 

what “advertising” really is by bombarding them with print ads, internet pop ups, junk 

mail, unsolicited text messages and so on. You need to think past those traditional 

methods to what information your consumer wants and how they want to get it. 

 Your social media strategy should be centered around providing timely 

information that is useful to your consumers and beneficial for you. The more engaging 

and conversational your posts, the more traction they will gain. In the social media world, 

growth begets growth, and the best way to grow is to delight your customers with 

information that is fun to read and useful for them. Find out what your consumers like, 

and then use that knowledge to create engaging and interesting posts. 

 In order to determine what posts will fit that category, you should consider several 

things. First, when does your audience utilize social media? Generally speaking, users 

are more engaged in the evenings and on the weekends, so your posts should be timed 

during those hours. When you target those posts, focus on getting users to “like” your 

post and your page as this will ensure they see future posts. You can also consider 

“boosting” your post, which is essentially paying to get your post in front of more people. 

Following these basic concepts is the first step in creating a page that your customers 

will find fun and interesting (Kerpen, 2015). 

 As you’re creating this type of content, connect it to other hobbies and activities 

that your customers like. 
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Painting pottery goes well with… 
• Wine 
• Microbreweries 
• Jazz (and music in general!) 
• Poetry 
• Parks and outdoor activities 

• Museums and cultural activities 
• History 
• Travel 
• Adventure 
• Family! 

 

Creating True Dialogue 
Now that you have a good understanding of who your audience is and how 

listening to them will create a strategic advantage for you, it’s time to turn on the full 

power of social media! Your Facebook page isn’t a bulletin board; it’s not a place to 

simply post announcements. The true value of any social media channels is only realized 

through thoughtful, sincere interaction. Those interactions should foster dialogue, 

encourage relationships and ultimately create loyal fans and customers who feel like 

they have a personal connection with your company. 

 Growing your customers through interaction requires you to be genuinely 

engaged with them: sharing interests and ideas, listening to criticisms and responding 

in a way that connects the human side of your business to your customers. Over time, 

this strategy will lead to far more meaningful relationships that directly translate to more 

customers and more fans – and increased bottom line – for your company. 

 Making the leap from understanding the importance of engagement to actually 

practicing engagement is no easy task. It requires time and commitment, and an 

authentic response with your consumers. It requires a complete buy-in from anyone who 

has access to your social media outlets (Kerpen, 2015). Yet the benefits far outweigh the 

investment. It is a fact that discussions and interactions about your company are already 

happening on social media – it’s just a matter of how involved in the conversation you 

want to be. 
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Here are some excellent strategies The Potters’ Obsession can immediately employ 

to create a more engaging online community: 

1. Respond! Every post and comment should receive some sort of response. This 

simple action will begin to show that your social media outlets have a human side 

and your company isn’t a faceless entity that doesn’t listen. 

2. Be fun! Your market is perfectly suited for puns, laughter and goofiness. Pottery 

lovers are artists – they enjoy the unusual. Be witty and even slightly self-effacing 

at times. Have fun with your responses! 

3. Surprise your customers! Maybe a fun one-day contest for no reason at all. Maybe 

an incredible donation of pottery instruction for a children’s hospital or assisted-

living facility. Be creative in finding ways to surprise your consumers. 

4. Be personal! Let your consumers see that there are actual people running your 

social media. Your consumers are your neighbors. You shop in the same stores; 

your kids play in the same parks. Let them see that, and you’ll start building that 

same community spirit in your social media audience. 

5. Be committed! This type of engagement takes time and energy to launch, and a 

lot of both! Commit to trying these new ideas, full force, for at least 6 months and 

then evaluate how things have changed. 

 

Responding to Negative Comments 
 Regardless of how engaging your posts are, how nice you are as a person, and 

how hard you work to foster a great relationship with your customers, undoubtedly you 

will have negative comments and reviews at some point. If you are not at a place where 

you have the time and ability to respond to negative comments, then you are better off 

not having a social media presence. The good news is that if you anticipate negative 

comments and have a plan of action, they are just another way to show what incredible 

customer service you have! 
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 Above all else, resist the urge to delete negative comments. The only exception 

to this rule is if a comment is obscene, profane or bigoted, or it contains someone’s 

personal and private information. Otherwise, the act of deleting the comment (thereby 

giving the commenter the impression of censorship) has the enormous potential to 

escalate the situation far more than any possible response you might have (Kerpen, 

2015). Similarly, resist the urge to simply ignore the comment. Not responding is a 

response in and of itself and gives the impression of ambivalence. 

 The best responses to negative comments are prompt and meaningful. First, 

respond quickly with some sort of note of contrition. Social media is never the place to 

try to resolve disputes or even to provide context. The best response simply apologizes 

for the experience. The next step should be to change the forum to a less public one. 

Email or private message the commenter so that the remaining conversation happens 

out of the public eye. Even in this forum, however, contrition is always best. Also, 

remember that no online “private” conversation is every really “private”. Third, offer a 

remedy. This can be in the form of a discount or refund, or simply an invitation for the 

customer to give you another chance to show what great products and services you 

provide. 

Keeping these simple tenets in mind when it comes to negative comments can 

have surprisingly positive results. Your fiercest critics may become your most loyal fans 

if they feel listened to and taken care of (Kerpen, 2015). Here are 5 key considerations 

when responding to negative comments: 

1. Most basically, DO respond. Not responding can be interpreted as the company 

not caring about the comment and the customer’s experience. 

2. Do not delete the post. It’s far better to take a little heat for a customer’s bad 

experience than it is to take the wrath of a savvy user who is well connected and 

feels like you’ve censored his opinion. 
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3. Apologize. An apology doesn’t have to equate to an admission of wrongdoing. A 

simple, “I’m sorry you had this experience” is a great first step in moving the 

customer to a resolution. 

4. Offer a remedy. This can take the form of a refund or discount, or a free session 

at a pottery instructional course. 

5. Surprise your complainer! Especially if the complaint is legitimate and the 

complainer reasonable, take the opportunity to surprise them with a fun, over the 

top response! Maybe you could send balloons and a gift certificate for a free 

pottery session to their workplace. Offer a free session for them and their friends 

– with the wine provided by The Potters’ Obsession. Get creative and show your 

customers how much you have invested in making sure they have a great 

experience! 

 

Responding to Positive Comments 
 Knowing how to respond to negative comments is important, but the majority of 

your interactions on social media should be fun and positive! Positive interactions show 

what an incredible company you run and how your customer service is the place where 

your company shines. Positive comments are a huge opportunity for you – there is no 

better endorsement of your products and services than word of mouth and grassroots 

conversations from your satisfied customers. 

 Before you get too deep into building your response protocols, you should decide 

what “voice” you want to have on social media (Kerpen, 2015). For some companies, 

especially in government and white color businesses steeped in tradition, it is 

appropriate to have a very official, dignified voice. For others, though, a playful and fun 

voice is more appropriate. I suggest that the Potters’ Obsession lives in the second 

category – you get to have fun with your responses! 
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 When you receive positive feedback, be sure to respond quickly with a word of 

thanks, an invitation to visit again, and even a request to pass a recommendation for The 

Potters’ Obsession along! Remember, this interaction should still be a conversation, so 

you could possibly engage that commenter more deeply. Ask for specific things they 

enjoyed, or how the experience could have been even better! Keep the conversation 

going – it’s a huge marketing opportunity for you and it’s free! 

 I strongly suggest a fun, playful and personal brand voice for The Potters’ 

Obsession. Customers come to your store to be creative and whimsical. You should 

capitalize on that energy by utilizing the same type of voice while responding and 

posting on social media. As an example, here are several different examples of ways to 

thank a customer, “Julie”, for a great review: 

• “Wowzers, Julie! Thanks for the great review – we loved having you!” 

• “Thanks, Julie – you’re the best!!” 

• “Thanks, Julie! Your new coffee mug is AWESOME! We love how you did the 

flowers on the handle. Coffee is going to taste so good in that thing…. J” 

You could also use puns when appropriate  

• “Glad you had fun spinning your own pottery, Bill! We ‘wheely’ enjoyed having 

you!” 

• Congrats on the new baby and thanks for bringing your family in, Janet. Hope you 

get some ‘pot-ernity” leave to enjoy your time with the cute kiddo!” 

 

CONTENT CALENDAR 

What is a Content Calendar? 
Content calendars are an excellent way to ensure you are posting content 

regularly, and that your content is organized and cohesive. By creating a content 

calendar, you can determine what you will post and when you will post it (Kerpen, 
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2015). This type of guidance and reminder ensures your feeds stay uncluttered and on 

task 

A complete 12-month content calendar is included with this report as 

Attachment A. It can easily be adapted or used as it to guide your posting habits. It 

includes the following recurring posts: 

Campaign or hashtag: What it is: 
• #paintyourownpottery • Use this hashtag to show examples of creations 

at your studio, including the happy, smiling face 
of the creator! 

 
• #potterypost • Post just about anything related to pottery! Ask 

questions or try to encourage discussion. 
 

• #potteryislove • Use this hashtag to promote your incredible 
Valentine’s Day specials! 

 
• #paintyourown • This hashtag could be promoted heavily to 

celebrate National Paint Your Own Pottery Day 
(October 16) 

 
• #pumpkinpottery • Use this hashtag to promote your Halloween 

event! 
 

• Weekly Class Schedule • A weekly list of events and happenings at your 
studio 
 

• HOLIDAYS! • Get creative with hashtags and campaigns 
around all the holidays! 

 

YOUR VOICE ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

Be Authentic 
 As we have discussed several times thus far, social media is best employed as a 

discussion tool – a method of engaging and delighting your customers versus a bulletin 

board for impersonal updates and notices. Few things will spur genuine interaction from 
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your customers than the feeling that the person they’re interacting with on Facebook is 

providing personal, authentic feedback specifically to them! Using scripts and standard 

responses will eventually begin to feel redundant and predictable to your social media 

followers, and they will wonder why they ever tried engaging with such a cold, faceless 

company that cannot even generate a simple, personal response. As pointed out by 

Dave Kerpen, “social networking, done well, is authentic and real” (Kerpen, 105). 

 Interacting like a human being is the key. Your goal should be to engage each 

client, each post, each complaint as if you were talking to a friend you happened to 

bump into at the local grocery store. Be free to engage on a personal level and respond 

in a caring, personal manner. Don’t worry about using slogans or company bullet points 

in your posts and responses. Focus instead on ensuring that your audience is seeing 

The Potters’ Obsession as a PERSON rather than a COMPANY (Kerpen, 2015). 

 One great way to engage in this manner is to use plenty of photographs and 

videos. Visual stimulation is a great way to portray the human side of your company. It 

allows a peek inside the innerworkings of The Potters’ Obsession and shows, once again, 

that there is more to the company that the cash register at the end of the day. Use the 

opportunity to showcase your employees, celebrate birthdays or milestones, or even the 

more mundane tasks like unloading a shipment of new pottery. All of these things will go 

far in showing that The Potters’ Obsession is not a faceless company – it’s a family of 

real, authentic people who care more about the customer experience than just running 

the store. 

Post this: Not this: 
• Hi Julie – we’ll be open at 10am! 

Hope to see you there! 
 

• Please refer to the hours posted on the 
website. 

• Hi Julie, this is Jill. I’ll be happy to 
chat with you about this! Can I call 
you tomorrow? 

 

• Someone will call you tomorrow. 
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• HOLY SNOW DAY! We’ll be 
closed today while we shovel out 
– be safe out there! 

 

• We are closed due to weather. 

• Check out this great picture of our 
owner, Jill, unloading brand new 
items! We can’t wait to show you 
these products! 
 

• Staff may be unavailable while we 
receive new inventory. 

• ANY post with pictures or video 
showing your staff or customers 
smiling and having a great time! 

• Dry, one liner posts that just give 
information 

 

Be Honest 
 If there is any golden rule to social media use in today’s environment, it’s this: Tell 

the truth (Kerpen, 2015). Without question, no matter how difficult it may seem, you must 

commit to honesty and transparency in all cases at all times. Your messages and replies 

are a permanent record and indication of how The Potters’ Obsession operates, and any 

actions that show the company or its employees to be less than forthright will be 

damning. Honesty and transparency are absolutely required to build trust, establish 

long-lasting relationships, and engage in meaningful conversations with your customers. 

Honesty in social media goes beyond the basic statement of facts in your posts. 

You should also always disclose relationships with third parties (sponsors, marketing 

companies, etc), disclose your identity (if you have a third party running your social 

media, be forthright about that) and remember that honesty is more than not lying – it 

requires the entire truth and relevant context. The bottom lines is this: “When in doubt, 

disclose” (Kerpen, 2015). 

Receiving complaints and questions from customers seems to be an area where 

many social media managers stray, hoping to just slightly change the perspective to 

their advantage. The unfortunate result is a post or response that is less than accurate 

and honest. Remember: it’s ok to tell a customer that you don’t know an answer, or you 

need more time to gather information for them. Legitimate delays are always better than 
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rushed answers that aren’t completely accurate. Once you have gathered the 

information you need, be sure to share it completely and transparently. No social media 

story that includes half-truths has ever ended well. 

 

Ask Questions 
 Social media has placed an enormous amount of power once held only by 

expensive marketers and researchers directly into your hands – for free! Your social 

media pages give you the opportunity to speak directly to your consumers in a way never 

possible before now. The significance of your ability to get immediate and accurate 

feedback from your exact target audience cannot be overstated. 

Have you ever heard the old adage “you don’t know what you don’t know”? The 

premise is that you may not even realize you are missing the mark or incorrect about a 

topic unless you spend some time inquiring and studying the topic. Take, for example, 

a business’s hours. They may be open until 5pm on Friday nights, but their customers 

would flock to their store if they were only open until 6 or 7pm. That’s a pretty important 

piece of information that business is missing. The only way for that business to determine 

what they don’t know is to ask. Therein lies the power of your ability to ask questions 

directly to your consumers on social media. 

Your questions should be engaging and designed to create conversation. Try to 

post questions that go beyond soliciting as simple “yes” or “no” response. Looks for 

ways to encourage your customers to interact with you and with other customers in a 

way that shares ideas and builds excitement about The Potters’ Obsession! Never 

discount the important information you can glean from these conversations. Ask a lot of 

questions, ask them frequently, and then listen to the answers (Kerpen, 2015). 
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Questions to stimulate discussion: 
• “Have you attended one of The Potters’ Obsession instructional classes? What 

did you think!? 
 

• What inspires you when you paint your own pottery at The Potters’ Obsession!? 
 

• What is the best piece of artwork you’ve created at The Potters’ Obsession!? 
 

• If you could change one thing about The Potters’ Obsession, what would it be? 
 

• What category of paintable pottery should we add? More vases? More plats? 
Something totally different? What do YOU think!? 

 

EVENT PLAN 

Event Description 
 It may be hot today, but Fall is just around the corner! And with it comes the 

opportunity for The Potters’ Obsession first annual “Paint Your Own Pumpkin Pottery” 

Halloween contest! 

 For this event, The Potters’ Obsession will hold a month long (October) contest 

for ceramic paint-your-own pumpkins. Customers will come to The Potters’ Obsession 

during any regular business hours, select their favorite pumpkin pottery piece, paint the 

pottery and enter it into any of the contest categories. 

There is no cost to participate (aside from the normal cost of the pottery and 

firing). Children and adults alike can compete in this fun and engaging contest to see 

who can make the scariest/funniest/craziest/etc pumpkin!  

Divisions for age, as well as divisions for categories (funny, scary, creative, etc.) 

will be created. Winners will be announced, and prizes handed out on Halloween night. 

Customers can stop by The Potters’ Obsession to trick-or-treat, view the winners and 

pick up their prizes. 
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The “Paint Your Own Pumpkin Pottery” contest is a great event for The Potters’ 

Obsession for numerous reasons. It’s a fun, family event so it hits the target audience of 

The Potters’ Obsession. It encourages creativity, which also hits the primary 

demographic. And it’s a safe, fun way to spend Halloween night! The event has the 

potential to draw in a large number of customers – both new and old – in an exciting and 

fun celebration of Fall. The increased attention provides the opportunity to add social 

media followers, increase its mailing list subscribers and generate buzz about additional 

upcoming events (perhaps centered around Thanksgiving or Christmas). 

 

Event Goals 
 The event should be designed and measured based on these three goals: 

1. Increase social media followers: A baseline Facebook fans number should be 

identified just prior to announcing the event. A baseline overall growth rate of 

Facebook fans for the last 3 months of followers should also be identified. Once 

the contest is complete, the number of fans and the growth rate in the month of 

October should be compared to the baselines. 

2. Increase social media conversations: A baseline number of social media posts 

that mention The Potters’ Obsession for the last 3 months should be determined. 

Once the contest is complete, the number of social media posts that mention The 

Potters’ Obsession in the month of October should be compared to the baseline. 

This can be aided and added to by identifying and heavily promoting a hashtag 

such as #paintyourpumpkin in all the social media posts. 

3. Increase first time customers: In addition to the other information that can be 

gleaned from the contest sign up form, one questions should be “Is this your first 

time at The Potters’ Obsession”. Once the contest is complete, the number of first-

time customers should be identified and compared to the number of first-time 

customers generally visiting The Potters’ Obsession. 
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Event Operation 
To operate the event, The Potters’ Obsession will need to generate graphics and 

other visual marketing elements prior to announcing the contest (examples below). Once 

that media is produced and ready, the event can be announced. 

Prior to October 1st (and depending on the lead time needed by your suppliers), 

order plenty of unpainted pottery pumpkins – perhaps in 3 different sizes/styles. Have 

your staff create a couple of finished products in the different categories (funny, scary, 

creative, etc.) to generate buzz, provide examples and assist in the visual marketing for 

the event. Secure whatever prizes you can muster (gift certificates to local restaurants, 

amusement parks, shopping, a free “Pottery Party” at The Potters’ Obsession, etc). 

Finalize your divisions and categories including ages (perhaps 18+, 12-17, 6-11 and 

under 6 years old) and categories (perhaps funniest, scariest, most creative, etc). 

On October 1st, all social media posts should loudly announce the arrival of The 

Potters’ Obsession’s FIRST EVER PAINT YOUR PUMPKIN POTTERY CONTEST! A press 

release should be delivered to all local media (draft attached). Get ready for lots of 

questions and conversation about the contest. Identify the prizes and the different 

divisions and categories. Also be sure to announce the party at The Potters’ Obsession 

on Halloween night where winners will be announced, and prizes delivered. Hang 

posters announcing the event in your shop windows and any other appropriate public 

spaces you’re aware of. 

For the rest of the month, you should post nearly every day with pictures of 

participants, prize updates, examples of entries, etc. Always use the hashtag 

#paintyourpumpkin and lots of fun, exciting visuals. Ask questions on your Facebook 

page that encourage discussion about the event - “What makes a pumpkin super 

spooooooooooky?!? #paintyourpumpkin” – and engage your fans in the discussion. 

During the final week of October, make your final push for participants. Remind 

them that all entries MUST be completed by X date (so you have time to fire the pottery) 
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and remind them about the great trick-or-treat party at The Potters’ Obsession. Continue 

to use the hashtag and continue to engage your customers, new and old, in social media 

conversations about the event. Reach out to any press that covered your press release 

and invite them to participate and/or attend. 

On party day, your shop should be decorated with spiderwebs and fun, family-

friendly Halloween images. Maybe have a separate costume contest. Host fun games 

and mini-contests. Give out LOTS of prizes! Every child under 6 should get something, 

even if it’s a lollipop. Be sure to encourage people to post their experience and pictures 

using the hashtag, and to follow you on Facebook. 

On November 1st, thank ALL of the great participants, post LOTS of images and 

video of the event and the winners, and remind your customers to proudly display their 

pumpkins for the remainder of the Fall season and beyond – and to join you at next year’s 

event! 
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Sample Press Release 

LOCAL POTTERY STUDIO TO HOST FIRST ANNUALPAINT-YOUR-OWN 
PUMPKIN HALLOWEEN CONTEST 

 
The Potters Obsession Announces a Fun, Family-friendly Halloween Contest 

 
[CEDAR RAPIDS, IA - October 1, 2019] Cedar Rapids’ own The Potters’ Obsession paint-
your-own-pottery store announced today its first ever “Paint Your Own Pumpkin Pottery” 
Halloween contest. The contest is designed to give local residents an exciting, fun and 
safe way to celebrate Halloween – all while competing for some great prizes! 
 
 “We are really excited about this event,” said The Potters’ Obsession owner 
Michelle Kline. “We think families will love the idea of being creative with their pumpkins 
and spending time together, creating a piece of art that they can keep forever – all while 
celebrating Halloween and maybe winning a prize.” 
 
 Kline says that customers can compete in their age groups, and prizes will be 
given for Scariest Pumpkin, Funniest Pumpkin and Craziest Pumpkin in all age groups. 
 
 Aside from the normal cost of the pottery and firing, there is no cost to enter the 
contest. The final day to enter the contest is DATE and winners will be announced on 
Halloween night at a party at The Potters’ Obsession. 
 
 “We hope lots of people come out and have fun with this contest,” says Kline. “It’s 
a great way to teach kids about pottery and have fun on the spookiest night of the year!” 
 More information is available on The Potters’ Obsession’s Facebook page, their 
website, www.thepottersobsessionand website and by calling The Potters’ Obsession at 
(319) 743-9824. 
 

# # # # 
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Sample Graphics 
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KEEP YOUR FANS COMING BACK 

Providing Value 
 One key strategy for social media growth is positioning The Potters’ Obsession as 

a leader and expert in the industry of paint-your-own pottery. This might seem like a 

difficult task for a company that isn’t in an academic or particularly complex industry, but 

there are several ways that The Potters’ Obsession could provide value to its social 

media followers that is relevant to pottery and interesting to its audience (Kerpen, 2015). 

 One great example of adding value to your social media posts is by sharing 

articles from relevant sources. These could be articles about the history of pottery, an in-

depth look at how glazing and firing works, or how the paint-your-own-pottery industry is 

making custom pottery available to the every-day consumer. You should personalize 

these articles to The Potters’ Obsession by linking the topic to your products and 

services. For example, you might share an article from a lifestyle magazine about how 

beautiful, customer pottery plates make a dinner party feel even more elegant, and then 

mention the paint-your-own options available at The Potters’ Obsession. 

 You should also create your own original and valuable content. Consider making 

short videos or instructional pieces that outline certain “how to’s” or “behind the scenes” 

functions. These can be everything from tips on painting the perfect piece, to a video 

showing the beginning to end lifespan of a piece of custom pottery. 

 Over time, these types of posts will position you as the expert in your field and 

separate you from any perceived competition. When people think “paint your own 

pottery”, they’ll think of the experts: The Potters’ Obsession. 

Creating Value for you Customers: 
• Search for and share articles on pottery including articles such as the history of 

pottery, an in-depth look at how glazing and firing works, how the paint-your-
own-pottery industry is making custom pottery available to the every-day 
consumer, the durability of pottery, etc. 
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• Create your own original and valuable content such as short videos or 

instructional pieces on painting the perfect piece, the beginning to end lifespan 
of a piece of custom pottery, how firing a piece turns the glaze into a durable 
surface. 

 
• Find local experts and make them yours. Perhaps there’s a museum with a 

curator who specializes in pottery and can do a short presentation for your 
social media viewers. Maybe a local historian can discuss the history of pottery, 
all while painting a piece as a recreation of a historic piece. 

 

Sharing Stories 
 No amount of posting or responding or replying will do as much good to give The 

Potters’ Obsession the human element it needs to thrive on social media as sharing 

stories will. Telling stories creates an emotional connection with your audience. It allows 

them the opportunity to place themselves in the story – even if subconsciously – which 

creates a stronger connection than any other type of interaction ever could. Stories bring 

your company to life (Kerpen, 2015). 

 You don’t need to spend a lot of time researching what stories to tell or what the 

stories should be about. You already have that content! Think about how The Potters’ 

Obsession came to be. What was the reason for starting the company? What dream did 

you have that turned into reality when The Potters’ Obsession first opened its doors? 

Each of your staff members has a story to share. Check with them. And your customers 

might be the best source of stories. Just think of all the incredible stories you might hear 

from grandmothers painting pottery with their grandkids, or the father who is painting a 

tea set with his young daughter. There are stories everywhere – all you need to do is look 

for them. 

 Your stories don’t have to be long tales of adventure and excitement that take 

days to write. They may be a paragraph or so. In fact, they may be just a caption for a 

picture if the picture itself tells the story. The important thing is to show the human side 
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of The Potters’ Obsession so that your customers can connect with you on a personal 

level. 

 

Inspiring Your Customers 
 The only thing that’s better than sharing your company’s stories on social 

networks is inspiring your customers and fans to share theirs (Kerpen, 2015). The Potters’ 

Obsession will truly become a powerful social media force when its fans and customers 

generate content for it, sharing stories of fun family nights out and incredible, one of a 

kind gifts and keepsakes. Think of a snowball that grows rapidly in size as it rolls down 

a hill. That analogy perfectly describes the process of social media growth and effect. 

One story inspires two more, which each inspire two more and so on. As those stories 

and experiences spread, so too will your social media fans, friends, and customers. 

 The best way to generate that level of buzz is by constantly providing a level of 

product, service and media that surprises and delights your customers and makes them 

want to share their experience (Kerpen, 2015). You can do this in a number of ways 

including recognizing special events (birthdays, anniversaries, etc) that are being 

celebrated at The Potters’ Obsession, highlighting a customer with their piece of custom 

pottery and the story behind it each week, or many other similar methods. 

 Find your most passionate users and then encourage them to share their 

experiences. Once they do, be sure to repost or otherwise promote their posts. People 

love rewards and recognition (Kerpan, 2015) so give them what they want! Use the 

opportunity to name your customer of the week, your favorite pottery piece of the week, 

etc. Generating excitement among your customers will encourage them to return, 

sharing more and more about their experiences each time. And thus, the snowball starts 

rolling! 
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Inspiring Your Customers to Post Stories: 
• “Customer of the week” post with that customer’s pottery piece and the story 

behind it 
 

• Small contest with winners announced on social media 
 

• Recognize birthdays, anniversaries, etc. Surprise and delight people with 
balloons! 

 
• Start “frequent customer” clubs and let the members share their reasons for 

joining. 
 

• Ask them to post their favorite piece of customer pottery and “tag” you in the 
post – then pick a winner each week to receive a small prize! 

 

EVERGREEN CONTENT 

What is Evergreen Content 
Creating “evergreen” is a great way to always have a post ready to go. Evergreen 

content is content that can be posted just about any time! Many companies use it to fill 

the gap when their creative juices aren’t flowing. In your most inspired moments, you 

should consider creating extra content to store for those times when you don’t have the 

time or energy to come up with something new.  

We’ve already identified some scheduled posting ideas on your content calendar. 

The following evergreen content could be used almost any time at all. I’ve also included 

two quick examples of holiday/event content which can be quickly adapted and used 

over and over. They could also easily be adapted for other hashtags or general use. 

These were all created using free templates and images on www.canva.com - a great 

design resource for you! 
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Evergreen Content Examples 

 
We’ve got plenty of inspiration for your next 

pottery project! Come see us! 

 

 
Fish? Dragons? What will YOU paint on your 

next customer pottery piece? 

 
Join us next Wednesday for a special 

presentation by Dr. Lucy Smith of the Museum of 
Natural History! Dr. Smith will be teaching us all 
about the history of pottery while we paint our 

own pieces! 
 

 

 
Make this a “More Than Flowers” Mothers Day! 

J 
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Skip the tie and go for keepsake this Father’s 

Day! Have your kiddos create a custom mug for 
their dad, and receive 10% off! 

 

 

 
Gift a gift that shows you care! Custom pottery 

is a great way to say thanks! 

 
Come check out our great instructors, get 

inspiration and create your own custom pottery 
piece! You can do it – we can help! 

 

 
Bring your creative spirit to The Potters’ 

Obsession. We’re ready for you! 
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FACEBOOK ADVERTISING 

The Basics 
 Facebook has opened up a brand-new advertising world to the layperson and 

small business owner. The ability to build work-of-mouth endorsements from your friends 

into personalized advertising units is more powerful than any form of linear advertising 

ever created (Kerpen, 2015). The connection that the ads make with a person you 

already know and trust give the ads an inherent credibility that simply can’t be matched 

by traditional advertising mediums. 

 We’ll continue to focus on Facebook advertising as that is the strongest platform 

currently in use by The Potters’ Obsession. Facebook offers an enormous amount of 

data, analytics, and options for advertising on its platform. However, they have three 

main goal-related advertising options: driving traffic and leads, post “likes” and 

engagement, and app installation ads (Kerpen, 2015). Once you’ve identified the goal 

of the advertisement (discussed further in the attached Advertising Plan), you’ll need to 

wade through Facebook’s audience targeting criteria tools to ensure that your ads are 

going where they need to – and only where they need to. You can target audiences 

based on a plethora of demographics including location, interests, age, languages and 

on and on. 

 Once you’ve selected your advertising goal and target audience, it’s time to 

create the ad. Facebook will walk you through this process as well, allowing you to select 

a headline, a short descriptive paragraph, and a picture. The picture is arguably the 

most important component to the entire advertisement, so carefully choose one that is 

fun, light and engaging. Finally, you’ll determine your budget for the ad. You can spend 

as much or as little as you like. I recommend starting small until you’ve established the 

effectiveness of the ad, and then increasing your budget from there. 
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For all of the effort you put into making your Facebook page a personal, engaging 

platform, its purpose is still to contribute to the bottom-line profit of The Potters’ 

Obsession. The good news is that doing so doesn’t mean an entirely new set of 

instructions or “how-to’s”. But creating the social environment with friends that we’ve 

discussed, you’re already farther down the road to using Facebook as a sales tool than 

you might imagine! 

 The idea of creating community as a sales tool is perhaps best outlined by Dave 

Kerpen when he states: “By engaging your community, you’re creating value and 

optimizing for people’s Facebook feeds. Combining this engagement with a completing 

offer, you give your fans a great buying opportunity, and thus you provide your company 

with an equally great sales opportunity.” (Kerpen, 2015) 

 When you use Facebook to discuss your new products, classes or services, be 

sure to make your customers’ next move (to the sales counter) an easy one. Be sure to 

identify the address, hours of operation, phone number and other pertinent information 

in the posts. Each post increases value to your consumers as you fill your sales funnel 

(Kerpen, 2015). Creating easy, user-friendly opportunities for the fans of The Potters’ 

Obsession is the single best way to utilize Facebook as a significant and efficient sales 

tool. 

 

The Strategy 
Now that we’ve touched on using The Potters’ Obsession’s social networks for 

greater impact through advertising, it’s time to create a more defined advertising action 

plan. 

 As Facebook is the strongest platform currently in use by The Potters’ Obsession, 

this plan will focus on using that advertising source. Even if The Potters’ Obsession was 

running multiple platforms, Facebook is still a top choice for advertising because it offers 
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an enormous amount of data, analytics, and options for advertising options (Kerpen, 

2015). 

This advertising plan focuses on utilizing offer ads to increase your Facebook 

page “likes” and engagement, as well as increasing physical traffic to your store. Your 

advertising should target both men and women, ages 25-44 in the Iowa City, Cedar 

Rapids areas. I suggest you narrow your target audience to those with these Facebook-

defined interests: 

a. Hobbies and activities -> Arts and music 

b. Family and relationships -> Family 

c. Family and relationships -> Parenting  

d. Entertainment -> Live events 

Using the demographics listed above, the audience size targeted by Facebook 

ads would be 70-80,000 users. As you monitor your ad’s performance, you could choose 

to continue to narrow (or broaden) your audience based on demographics such as 

relationship status, parental status, number of children, etc. These refinements should 

be made as you determine the effectiveness of your ad campaigns. 

Below are 2 examples of what your ad might look like. The intent is to increase 

likes as a “requirement” of the 10% off coupon, and also to create engagement by asking 

them to interact with the ad. Of course, once they do, the next steps is for them to come 

see you and become a customer and a Facebook fan for life! 

Once you become comfortable with the process, you can easily create your own 

ads or boost your organic posts (including the evergreen content previously discussed) 

to the same audience through the Facebook Boost process. 
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Sample Ads 

Show us how much you LOVE The Potters’ Obsession by liking our 
Facebook page, and we’ll give you a 10% off coupon! It’s just that easy! 

#potterypost 
 

 
10% off your next paint your own pottery” session at The Potters’ 

Obsession! Claim your offer now, and then come see us at 1941 51st St NE 
in Cedar Rapids! #potterypost 
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WHEN YOU MESS UP 
 Because you are a human and not an actor in a carefully scripted sitcom, you will 

mess up on social media. You will post a well-intentioned article that creates an 

unforeseen negative response, or you’ll post incorrect information about an event. You 

can’t necessarily predict what that post might be, but you can predict that it will happen. 

Therefore, your action now should be to consider when and how you should respond 

when it does. The good news? Responding in the correct manner isn’t difficult nor 

complex. 

 The very first thing you should do is acknowledge the mistake and offer an 

apology. This post should be short and sweet and should focus on addressing the 

problem in a humble, natural, and genuine manner (Kerpen, 2015). Apologies, to be 

more genuine, should be as personal as all the other posts. Use a video, graphic or 

image of some kind in the post, and be sure to identify how your fans can interact with 

you regarding the incident. State how you have addressed the root issue and how you 

are going to keep it from occurring again. Be straightforward and honest – don’t 

sugarcoat! An apology with no credibility will only serve to worsen the issue. 

 You will be surprised how gracious humans can be – even in this era of extreme 

divisiveness. Create your plan of action in advance, practice it occasionally, and be 

prepared for when the inevitable occurs. As long as you react promptly and 

appropriately, you’ll find that your fans will stay with you and your reputation will be intact 

at the end of the day. In fact, you may even draw new audiences and fans to your social 

media sites and to The Potters’ Obsession because of your great response! 

 

KEEP THEM COMING BACK 
 By reading through the content and considering the recommendations in this 

report, you’re already far ahead of your competition when it comes to running a 
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successful social media platform. However, social media continues to evolve and it will 

be easy to slowly fade into the background of an increasingly cluttered space. The best 

strategy for staying on your customers minds is to continually work to be different 

(Kerpen, 2015). One way to do that is by creating unique and fun moments of surprise 

and delight for your audience. 

 You don’t have to be Oprah, giving away cars to her audience members to create 

moments of excitement for your followers. There are plenty of opportunities to engage 

social media users who may not even know The Potters’ Obsession exists by small 

actions, as well. Consider this hypothetical interaction: 

Facebook User: “My family and I will be in Iowa City next week. What 

should we do?” 

The Potters’ Obsession: “Make sure to check out the Museum of 
Natural History and Devonian Fossil Gorge! Two great places for 
families! Welcome to our great City!” 

 

 In this interaction, you’ve just shown how personal and human you are, you’ve 

provided a helpful tidbit for a visitor, and you never mentioned yourself so your response 

feels even more credible. I can guarantee that the Facebook user above is going to be 

pleasantly surprised at your helpful response…and extremely curious about who you 

are. Who knows? Once they click on your profile and learn a bit about you, they may 

even swing by while they’re in town! 

 Of course, something like a fun flash sale is a bigger investment for The Potters’ 

Obsession, but also a fun and easy way to delight your fans. For example, if Tuesdays 

are a slow day for customers, you could run a post that simply says “FLASH SALE: All 

Facebook Fans receive 20% off THIS TUESDAY!!” A post like this will generate traffic, 

surprise your fans, and encourage others to become fans so they can be sure to see 

these great deals. 
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 Creating a culture where your fans know there’s always something up your sleeve 

will keep them interested and coming back. That type of relationship will be an enormous 

differentiator in making you stand out, regardless of how busy and cluttered social media 

becomes. 
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REFLECTION 
Overall, The Potters’ Obsession is doing a good job in managing its social media, 

particularly considering that the owner is operating the platforms while also managing 

all other aspects of the business. Social media takes time and effort – it’s not a bulletin 

board – and the effort needed to be successful cannot be dismissed. 

With that said, this report should serve as a guide for you to be efficient in your 

improvements. Even small updates to your current strategy will go a long way in growing 

your audience! Focus on the easier tasks first, and then slowly grow into the more 

involved tasks as your audience picks up. 

If you feel overwhelmed or unsure about what to post, just remember this simple 

axiom: Increased engagement equals increased audience. Consider your content and 

your scheduling. Does it serve to spark discussion, or is it just a notification? Is it 

personal, or robotic? Strive to post content that will excite your audience and encourage 

them to interact with your page and you will reap the benefits. 

 All of the graphics used in this report were created at www.canva.com, a 

wonderful (and free!) resource for creating graphics. The book used to create this report 

was “Likeable Social Media: How to Delight Your Customers, Create an Irresistible 

Brand, and Be Amazing on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, and More 

by Dave Kerpen. I highly recommend both resources as easy products to improve your 

social media output. 

The Potters’ Obsession is well positioned to establish itself as the leader in the 

paint-your-own-pottery industry in the Central Iowa region. Utilizing the simple strategies 

including herein, I believe the benefits will be quick and substantial, The future is bright 

for The Potters’ Obsession! 
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Weekly Class Schedule

25 26 27

#PotteryPost

28

Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Post

29
#PaintYourPottery

30
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December 2019
The Potters' Obsession
US Holidays

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1

Promote Christmas Products and Specials
Weekly Class Schedule

2 3 4

#PotteryPost

5 6

#PaintYourPottery

7

8
Promote Christmas Products and Specials
Weekly Class Schedule

9 10 11

#PotteryPost

12 13

#PaintYourPottery

14

15
Promote Christmas Products and Specials
Weekly Class Schedule

16 17 18

#PotteryPost

19 20

#PaintYourPottery

21

22
Promote Christmas Products and Specials
Weekly Class Schedule

23

Hanukkah
Hanukkah Post

24

Christmas Eve Post
Christmas Eve

25
Christmas Post
Christmas Day

26
Kwanzaa

27
#PaintYourPottery

28

29 30 31
New Year’s Eve
Have a Safe NYE Post

1
New Year’s Day
New Year's Day Post

2 3
#PaintYourPottery

4
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January 2020
The Potters' Obsession
US Holidays

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
29 30 31

New Year’s Eve
Have a Safe NYE Post

1
New Year’s Day
New Year's Day Post

2 3
#PaintYourPottery

4

5 6 7 8
#PotteryPost

9 10
#PaintYourPottery

11

12 13 14 15
#PotteryPost

16 17
#PaintYourPottery

18

19 20
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
MLK Day Post

21 22
#PotteryPost

23 24
#PaintYourPottery

25
Lunar New Year

26 27 28 29
#PotteryPost

30 31
#PaintYourPottery

1
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February 2020
The Potters' Obsession
US Holidays

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
26 27 28 29

#PotteryPost
30 31

#PaintYourPottery
1

2
Groundhog Day

3
Promote Valentine's Day Products and Specials: #PotteryIsLove

4 5

#PotteryPost

6 7

#PaintYourPottery

8

9
Promote Valentine's Day Products and Specials: #PotteryIsLove

10 11 12

#PotteryPost

13 14

#PaintYourPottery
Valentine’s Day

15

16 17
President's Day
Presidents Day Post

18 19
#PotteryPost

20 21
#PaintYourPottery

22

23 24 25 26
#PotteryPost

27 28
#PaintYourPottery

29
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March 2020
The Potters' Obsession
US Holidays

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1 2 3 4

#PotteryPost
5 6

#PaintYourPottery
7

8
Daylight Saving Time

9 10
Promote St. Patrick's Day Products and Specials
Holi

11

#PotteryPost

12 13

#PaintYourPottery

14

15
Promote St. Patrick's Day Products and Specials

16 17

St. Patrick’s Day
St Patricks Day Post

18
#PotteryPost

19 20
#PaintYourPottery

21

22 23 24 25
#PotteryPost

26 27
#PaintYourPottery

28

29 30 31 1
#PotteryPost
April Fools' Day

2 3
#PaintYourPottery

4
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April 2020
The Potters' Obsession
US Holidays

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
29 30 31 1

#PotteryPost
April Fools' Day

2 3
#PaintYourPottery

4

5
Palm Sunday
Weekly Class Schedule

6 7 8
Passover
#PotteryPost

9 10
#PaintYourPottery
Good Friday

11

12
Weekly Class Schedule
Easter

13 14 15
Tax Day
#PotteryPost

16 17
#PaintYourPottery

18

19
Weekly Class Schedule
Orthodox Easter

20 21 22
#PotteryPost
Earth Day

23 24
#PaintYourPottery
Beginning of Ramadan

25

26
Weekly Class Schedule

27 28 29
#PotteryPost

30 1
Promote Mother's Day Specials: #MomsLovePottery 
#PaintYourPottery

2
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May 2020
The Potters' Obsession
US Holidays

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
26

Weekly Class Schedule
27 28 29

#PotteryPost
30 1

Promote Mother's Day Specials: #MomsLovePottery 
#PaintYourPottery

2

3
Promote Mother's Day Specials: #MomsLovePottery 
Weekly Class Schedule

4 5

Cinco De Mayo Post
Cinco de Mayo

6

#PotteryPost

7 8

#PaintYourPottery

9

10
Weekly Class Schedule
Mother’s Day
Mother's Day Post

11 12 13
#PotteryPost

14 15
#PaintYourPottery

16

17
Promote Memorial Day Products and Specials
Weekly Class Schedule

18 19 20

#PotteryPost

21 22

#PaintYourPottery

23

Eid al-Fitr

24
Promote Memorial Day Products and Specials
Weekly Class Schedule

25
Memorial Day Post
Memorial Day

26 27
#PotteryPost

28 29
#PaintYourPottery

30

31
Weekly Class Schedule

1 2 3
#PotteryPost

4 5
#PaintYourPottery

6
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June 2020
The Potters' Obsession
US Holidays

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
31

Weekly Class Schedule
1 2 3

#PotteryPost
4 5

#PaintYourPottery
6

7
Weekly Class Schedule

8 9 10
Promote Fathers Day Products and Specials
#PotteryPost

11 12

#PaintYourPottery

13

14
Promote Fathers Day Products and Specials
Weekly Class Schedule
Flag Day

9:00 AM Fathers Day Post

15 16 17

#PotteryPost

18 19

#PaintYourPottery
Juneteenth

20

21
Weekly Class Schedule
Father’s Day

22 23 24
#PotteryPost

25 26
#PaintYourPottery

27

28
Weekly Class Schedule

29 30 1 2 3
Independence Day (observed)

4
Independence Day
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